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Abstract. Context unification (CU) is the open problem of solving context equations for trees. We distinguish a new decidable variant of CU
– well-nested CU – and present a new unification algorithm that solves
well-nested context equations in non-deterministic polynomial time. We
show that minimal well-nested solutions of context equations can be composed from the material present in the equation (see Theorem 1). This
property is wishful when modeling natural language ellipsis in CU.
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Introduction

Context unification (CU) is the problem of solving equations with context variables over the structure of finite trees [Com92,Lev96,NPR97,SSS99,SS02]. CU is
the natural generalisation of word unification (WU) [Mak77]. It can equally be
understood as a variant of linear second-order unification [Lev96,LV00].
Whether CU is decidable is a long-standing open problem. So far, only a number of fragments of CU could be shown decidable. The most prominent fragment
is WU proved decidable in [Mak77] and PSPACE in [Pla99]. Two further decidability results were shown for stratified CU [SS02] and for the 2 variable fragment
[SSS99]. All these decidable fragments are defined over syntactic properties of
the equations considered. In contrast to these results, the present paper introduces a new decidable variant, well-nested context unification, whose definition
relies on semantic properties of solutions.
The well-nestedness restriction is motivated by an applications of CU
[NPR97] in the field of compositional semantics of natural language, whose original goal was to improve on previous approaches to ellipsis resolution based
on higher-order unification [DSP91,GK96]. The equational language of CU here
serves as a uniform modelling language for ellipsis and scope underspecification phenomena. This approach then led to the development of the constraint
language for lambda structures (CLLS) [EKN01]. The parallelism constraints
feature of the CLLS, has been shown equally expressive than CU [NK01], hence
its decidability is still unknown.
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The first decidable fragment of CLLS that is sufficiently expressive for the
envisaged application to computational semantics (even though not for all aspects of ellipsis modelling) is the language of well-nested parallelism constraints
[EN03], whose satisfiability problem is NP-complete. Modelling languages with
lower algorithmic complexity are not known for these applications.
Unfortunately, however, the NP-algorithm for well-nested parallelism constraints remains questionable in practice. It relies on repeatedly solving full
dominance constraints, which is exponentially less efficient in theory and practice than solving normal dominance constraints [BDMN04]. Normal dominance
constraints in turn are sufficient for modelling pure scope underspecification.
Well-nested CU is properly less expressive than well-nested parallelism constraints because the later subsume (full) dominance constraints, whereas wellnested CU does not. We show that minimal well-nested solutions of CU equations
can always be composed from the material present in the equations (see Theorem 1). This surprising property is wanted for ellipsis modelling, where it means
that elided parts of ellipsis can always be reconstructed from what was uttered
elsewhere. CLLS does not satisfy this condition. In particular, some well-nested
parallelism constraints that we can not express in well-nested CU fail to have
this property.
We contribute a new unification algorithm that solves well-nested CU equations in non-deterministic polynomial time. Our algorithm guesses how to construct minimal well-nested solutions from the given equation. We show NPhardness of well-nested CU satisfiability by encoding string matching [Ang80].
The paper proceeds as follows, in Section 2 we illustrate how well-nested CU
can solve ellipses, in Sections 3 and 4 we provide basic definitions to introduce
in Section 5 well-nested CU and prove that size-minimal solutions have a polynomial representation. In Section 6 we show its NP-completeness proving that
guessed solutions can be checked in polynomial time.
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Ellipsis Resolution

To illustrate the usage of CU in ellipsis resolution, we consider an example from
[Sag76] which contains two VP-ellipsis with a nice nesting structure, but without
scope underspecification:
(1) Mary can’t go to Princeton in the fall, (2) but she can in the spring,
(3) although if she does then ...
Sentence (2) means that Mary can go to Princeton in the spring, so the
phrase go to Princeton is elided. Sentence (3) states that something will happen
if Mary goes to Princeton in the spring; go to Princeton in the spring is elided
here.
Following [Mon73], we can represent the semantics of sentences by lambda
terms, i.e., in higher-order logics:
x1 = mary@λm(in the f all@(can!t@m@go to princeton))
x2 = mary@λm(in the spring@(can@m@go to princeton))
x3 = (mary@λm(in the spring@(do@m@go to princeton))) → x4
2

The variables x1 , x2 , x3 denote the respective meanings of the three sentences,
while x4 stands for the meaning of the consequence that Mary fears.
A non-trivial question is how to resolve the nested ellipses automatically. This
problem is typically split into two part [DSP91,GK96,NPR97,EKN01,EN03].
First one has to infer the nesting structure of the ellipsis, second, one has to
reconstruct the elided parts from the nesting structure. In this paper, we only
treat the second problem, resolving ellipsis given their nesting structure. The
nesting structure of the example is indicated in Fig. 1.
The dashed box represents the first
mary
mary
mary
elided part, the larger dotted box the
second one. Note that one occurrence
in the
in the
fall
spring
of the dashed box is nested inside of
the dotted box, while the second one
goes to
is completely outside of it. These boxes
Princeton
are well-nested because they do not
properly overlap.
can
can’t
does
When looking at the trees formed
by the abstract syntax of the lambdaterms, the boxes become contexts, i.e.,
Fig. 1. Nesting sketches for 2
trees where a subtree has been substituted by a hole marker •. The lambda terms can then be described by context
equations of CU. Let X be a context variable for the dashed box and Y for the
dotted box. We can then describe the meaning of the ellipsis by the following
equations:
?
x1 =
mary@λm(in the f all@X(can!t))
?
x2 = mary@λm(Y (can))
?
x3 =
(mary@λm(Y (do))) → x4

?
X=
(•@m)@go to princeton
?
Y =
in the spring@X

Similar semantical descriptions can be inferred compositionally from the syntax
of the sentence [EKN01,NPR97]. Resolving the ellipsis amounts to find minimal
size unifiers of the equations. Such solutions are well-nested, i.e., correspond
to instantiating context variables with contexts that do not properly overlap,
moreover, they are made of the material already present in the equations.
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Well-Nested Segments

Given a signature Γ of symbols, we write TΓ for the set of terms over Γ . The size
|t| of a term t is the number of its symbols in Γ . We identify positions in terms
by their relative address from the root, using the Dewey’s decimal notation. We
denote the set of positions of a term t by pos(t). The word’s prefix ordering
p " q is also known as the dominance ordering on positions, which holds if p is
an ancestor or equal to q. For all terms t and positions p ∈ pos(t), we let labt (p)
denote the symbol of Γ at position p of t.
3
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A segment $p, q% is a pair of positions such that p " q. A segment $p, q%
belongs to a term t if p, q ∈ pos(t). Every segment of a term t distinguishes a set
of positions of t: post ($p, q%) = {r ∈ pos(t) | p " r, q &" r}
Definition 1. Let S1 and S2 be two segments of t. We say that S1 is inside
of S2 in t, if post (S1 ) ⊆ post (S2 ). The segments S1 and S2 are disjoint in t, if
post (S1 ) ∩ post (S2 ) = ∅. The segments S1 and S2 are well-nested, if one of them
lies inside the other in t, or if they are disjoint.
Examples for the possible segment relationship are given in Fig. 2. A nonempty segment $p, q% of t is inside of a segment $p! , q ! % of t if, and only if, p! " p
and q " q ! . Notice that post ($p, p%) = ∅ for any position p ∈ pos(t).
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Context Unification

We introduce the variant of context unification (CU) that we will use. Let Σ
be a signature of constants: f, g, . . . with non-zero arity, and a, b, . . . with arity
zero. Let Vars be a countable infinite set of context variables X, Y, Z, . . . with
arity one4 , and let • be a symbol of arity 0 that we call the hole marker. The
signature of CU-terms s, t, . . . over Σ is Γ (Σ) = Σ * Vars * {•}, i.e.:
s, t ::= a | • | X(t) | f (t1 , . . . , tn )
The set of variables occurring in a term t is Var(t).
A tree over Σ is a term over Γ (Σ) that does not contain the hole marker
(but possibly variables). A context over Σ is a term over Γ (Σ) that contains a
unique occurrence of the hole marker, at a position denoted by hole(t). We write
TreeΣ for the set of trees over Σ and ContΣ for the set of contexts over Σ.
Given a tree t and a segment $p, q% of t, we write t$p, q% for the context in t
that starts at p and has its hole at q. For instance g(f (a, b), c))$1, 1 · 2% = f (a, •).
Note that post ($p, q%) = {p · r | r ∈ pos(t$p, q%)} \ {q}.
4

Note that we could add variables of arbitrary arities, but, although the adaptation
of this results to this more general framework is not straight forward, we do not do
so for sake of simplicity.
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The hole marker is like a λ-bound variable, for instance the context f (g(a, •))
corresponds to the linear higher-order term λx.f (f (a, x)). This view is formally
adapted in linear second-order unification [Lev96,LV00].
While avoiding more general higher-order syntax here, we will nevertheless
use contexts t ∈ ContΣ as functions t : TΓ (Σ) → TΓ (Σ) which map terms s to
terms t(s) by substituting the hole marker in t by s. For instance,
f (g(a, •))(b) = f (g(a, b))

f (g(a, •))(f (•)) = f (g(a, f (•)))

or

Note that t(TreeΣ ) ⊆ TreeΣ and t(ContΣ ) ⊆ ContΣ since the unique hole of t
will be filled by either a tree or a context.
A context substitution is a function σ : Vars → ContΣ such that σ(X) &= X
only for a finite set of variables X ∈ Vars. We lift substitutions from variables to
functions on terms σ : TΓ (Σ) → TΓ (Σ) while using contexts as functions:
σ(X(s)) = σ(X)(σ(s)),
σ(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = f (σ(t1 ), . . . , σ(tn )),

σ(a) = a,
σ(•) = •.

Contexts σ(X), substituted for variables X, are immediately applied so that
their holes are filled. Thus, σ(TreeΣ ) ⊆ TreeΣ and σ(ContΣ ) ⊆ ContΣ . The
composition of two substitutions σ1 and σ2 , written as σ1 ◦ σ2 , is defined
by (σ1 ◦ σ2 )(t) = σ1 (σ2 (t)). Substitutions are usually represented as [X1 ,→
σ(X1 ), . . . , Xn ,→ σ(Xn )], where the Xi ’s are the variables for which σ(Xi ) &= Xi .
As we will see in the next section, we can get more compact representations of
substitutions by means of composition.
?
A context equation e is a term s=t
with s, t ∈ TreeΣ . Equations are terms
?
over the signature Σ ∪ Var ∪ {=}, therefore the notions of positions and segments
apply to equation, as to all other types of terms. We apply substitutions to
?
?
equations such that the result of σ(s=t)
is the equation σ(s)=σ(t).
?
A unifier of an equation s=t
is a substitution σ satisfying σ(s) = σ(t). A
unifier σ of e is said to be ground
if σ(e) does not contain any variable, and
!
size-minimal if it minimizes X∈Var(e) |σ(X)| while satisfying σ(X) = X for all
X &∈ Var(e).
CU is often seen as the satisfiability problem of context equations, i.e.: given
a fixed signature Σ, the problem of deciding whether a given system of context
equations over Σ has a unifier. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves
to a single context equation as input. This does not affect expressiveness.
CU can alternatively be considered as a constraint solving problem, i.e., the
problem to enumerate all unifiers of a given equation. Rather than enumerating
all unifiers, one usually prefers to enumerate only the most general unifiers (from
which all others can be obtained by instantiation). In this paper, we will consider
a similar variant. We will be able to enumerate all size-minimal unifiers in a
compact representation by using compositions of substitutions.
Definition 2 (Correspondence function). Let e be an equation with unifier σ. Positions in e and σ(e) correspond through the function ceσ : pos(e) →
5
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Fig. 3. The equation e = X(f (a, b))=f
(X(a), b) and σ(e), where σ is the non-well
nested unifier [X #→ f (f (•, b), b)], with the correspondence function ceσ and the “cuts”.

pos(σ(e)) that satisfies for all positions p · i ∈ pos(e) and variables X ∈ Var(e):
" e
cσ (p) · i
if labe (p) ∈ Σ
e
e
cσ (%) = %
and
cσ (p · i) =
ceσ (p) · hole(σ(X)) if labe (p) ∈ Var
Figure 3 represents the correspondence function of a given equation and
unifier. Notice that if $p, q% is a segment of e then $ceσ (p), ceσ (q)% is a segment of
the equation σ(e). Furthermore, if labe (p) = X then σ(X) = σ(e)$ceσ (p), ceσ (p·1)%.
We next define an equivalence relation on positions of σ(e) that must carry
the same labels. An occurrence of variable X in an equation e is a position p
that satisfies labe (p) = X.
Definition 3 (Equivalent positions). Let e be an equation with unifier σ. Let
≈eσ ⊆ pos(σ(e)) × pos(σ(e)) be the least equivalence relation satisfying:
1. corresponding positions in both sides of the instantiated equation are equivalent: all position p such that 1 · p, 2 · p ∈ pos(σ(e)) satisfy 1 · p ≈ eσ 2 · p
2. corresponding positions in instances of different occurrences of the same variable are equivalent: all X ∈ Var(e), q ∈ pos(σ(X)) \ hole(σ(X)), and occurrences p1 and p2 of X in e satisfy ceσ (p1 ) · q ≈eσ ceσ (p2 ) · q
Lemma 1. If σ is a solution of equation e then every pair of equivalent positions
p1 ≈eσ p2 has the same label, i.e. labσ(e) (p1 ) = labσ(e) (p2 ).

5

Well-Nested Unifiers

In this section we define well-nested unifiers, and show how to represent wellnested unifiers of equations in polynomial space depending on the size of the
equation.
It is well known that most general first-order unifiers can be exponentially sized on the size of the problem. Take as example the problem
?
g(X1 , . . . , Xn−1 )=g(f
(X2 , X2 ), . . . , f (Xn , Xn )). Fortunately, these unifiers can
be represented in polynomial space as a composition of substitutions. In our
example: [Xn−1 ,→ f (Xn , Xn )] ◦ · · · ◦ [X1 ,→ f (X2 , X2 )]. Moreover, the terms on
6
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the right of the arrows, f (Xi , Xi ) in our example, are subterms of the original
unification problem. These two properties are used by practical implementations
of first-order unification. Theorem 1 states a similar property for well-nested CU,
that does not hold neither for general CU nor for word unification.
Size-minimal and most general well-nested unifiers do not introduce new
constants not occurring in the original equation. In the application to ellipsis
resolution, this is expected to hold for all size-minimal unifiers. In general CU,
?
however, this property does not hold. For instance, the equation X(a)=Y
(b) has
as many size-minimal unifiers of the form [X ,→ f (•, b), Y ,→ f (a, •)] as binary
symbols f ∈ Σ. This makes CU dependent of the signature.
If we allow the use of n-ary context variables, like in linear second-order
unification, then we get this property back, but only for most general unifiers
(not necessarily size-minimal ones). For instance, we get a unique most general
unifier [X ,→ Z(•, b), Y ,→ Z(a, •)] for our example, that uses a fresh binary
context variable Z, but that does not introduce new constants.
Roughly speaking, a unifier σ of an equation e is well-nested if all segments of
σ(e) that encompass variable occurrences in e are pairwise well-nested. Consider
?
for instance the equation f (X(a))=X(f
(a)). Well-nestedness forbids unifiers like
[X ,→ f (f (•))] since the segments encompassing the two occurrences of X overlap when overlaying the two sides of the instantiated equation. The situation is
illustrated in Fig. 4 (left)
More indirect overlaps are raised by “reflection” in the instances of other vari?
able occurrences. Consider for instance the equation X(X(a))=f
(Y (Y (f (a))))
and the unifier [X ,→ f (f (f (•))), Y ,→ f (f (•))] in Fig. 4 (right). Here the instances of the occurrences of Y are nested into those of X. However, if we overlay
the both instances of X, then we see that the two instances of Y overlap. Thus,
the unifier is not well-nested.
In order to formally define well-nested unifiers we need to extend the equivalence relation ≈eσ on positions in σ(e) to an equivalence relation ≡eσ on segments
of σ(e).
Definition 4 (Equivalent segments). Let ≡eσ be the least equivalence relation
on segments of σ(e) that satisfies:
7

1. corresponding segments on both sides of the instantiated equation are equivalent: for all segments $1 · p, 1 · q% of σ(e), $1 · p, 1 · q% ≡eσ $2 · p, 2 · q%
2. segments encompassing different occurrences of the same variable are equivalent: all occurrence p1 , p2 of the same variables X ∈ Var(e) in e satisfy
$ceσ (p1 ), ceσ (p1 · 1)% ≡eσ $ceσ (p2 ), ceσ (p2 · 1)%
3. corresponding subsegments in equivalent segments are equivalent: for all
equivalent segments $p1 , q1 % ≡eσ $p2 , q2 % of σ(e), and all segments $p, q% satisfying that $p1 · p, p1 · q% is a segment of σ(e) inside $p1 , q1 %, $p1 · p, p1 · q% ≡eσ
$p2 · p, p2 · q%
If $p, q% is a segment of σ(e) just containing one position (this must be p),
then $p, q% ≡eσ $p! , q ! % if, and only if, p ≈eσ p! . This shows that the equivalence on
segments indeed extends on the equivalence on positions.
Definition 5 (Well-nested CU). Let σ be a unifier of an equation e. The
$σ, e%-images of variables in e are the segments $q, r% of σ(e) such that there
exists a variable-labeled position p in the equation e whose corresponding segment
in σ(e) is equivalent:
$q, r% ≡eσ $ceσ (p), ceσ (p · 1)%
We call a unifier σ of e well-nested if the set of all $σ, e%-images of variables in
e are pairwise well-nested. Well-nested CU is the problem of deciding whether a
given equation has a well-nested unifier or not.
In what follows, we will show how to solve this problem by enumerating all
well-nested size-minimal ground unifier of a given input equation.
Definition 6 (Normal unifer). We say that a well-nested unifier is normal
if it is size-minimal among all well-nested unifiers.
It is important that normal unifiers are required to be size-minimal among
well-nested unifiers, since size-minimal ground unifiers may not always need to
be well-nested. As a consequence of the fact that non-ground well-nested unifiers
can be made smaller by instantiating variables to the empty context, we have:
Lemma 2. Normal unifiers are ground.
We next recall a nice property of WU, that we will extend to CU, in order
to prove the existence of compact representations of normal CU unifiers. We do
not actually know who was the first in stating this property for WU, but to our
knowledge, it was first proved in [PR98]. The set of positions in the equation e
define “cuts” in σ(e) throughout the function ceσ : formally, a position p ∈ σ(e)
is a cut if it is in the range of ceσ . These “cuts” limit the possible subwords that
a size-minimal unifier may contain:
Proposition 1 (Lemma 6 of [PR98]). If σ is a minimal unifier of a word
?
equation t=u,
then each subword of σ(t) has an occurrence “over a cut”.
8

In [PR98] cuts are located between two consecutive positions, cutting the
word into two pieces (see the scissors in Fig. 3). We locate the cuts in the positions
on the range of ceσ (in Fig. 3, just bellow the scissors, where the dotted arrows
representing ceσ points). In WU, “having an occurrence over a cut” means that
there is an(other) occurrence of the same subword containing a cut in an inner
point or in one of their extremes.
The analogous result fails for general CU but carries over in the well-nested
case (see Lemma 5). Moreover, we generalise it by restricting the relation “has
an(other) occurrence” to “there is an(other) ≡eσ equivalent segment”, and, if
the segment contains two or more positions, by restricting cuts to properly cut
the context into two non-empty terms, i.e., discarding cuts on the extremes. To
prove this result, we need two previous lemmas. Lemma 4 plays the same role
as the Lemma 4 of [PR98].
Lemma 3. Given a term t, and a marking function m : pos(t) → {rem, pres}, let
pres(t, m) be a term for which there exists an embedding from the set of preserved
nodes of t to pos(pres(t, m)), i.e. a bijective morphism
ft,m : {p ∈ pos(t) | m(p) = pres} → pos(pres(t, m))
preserving the tree structure (ancestor, brother and label relations). Then, if such
term pres(t, m) exists, then it is unique.
Given an equation e and a well-nested unifier σ, let m : pos(σ(e)) → {rem, pres}
be a marking function satisfying:
1. For any pair of positions p, q ∈ pos(σ(e)), if p ≈eσ q then m(p) = m(q), i.e.,
equivalent positions are both removed or both preserved.
2. For any p ∈ pos(e), we have m(ceσ (p)) = pres, i.e. cuts are preserved.
3. The term pres(σ(e), m) exists, i.e. after the removing process you get a term.
Then, there exists a well-nested unifier σ ! of e such that σ ! (e) = pres(σ(e), m).
Moreover, if there exists some removed node, then σ ! is size-smaller than σ.
Proof. First, notice that if pres(t, m) exists there must be a unique outermost
−1
preserved position in t, and the function ft,m
has to map % to it. Moreover,
−1
for any p ∈ pos(pres(t, m)) there must be arity(labt (ft,m
(p))) many preserved
−1
−1
outermost bellow ft,m (p) positions in t, and ft,m has to map p · i to the i-th of
−1
them. Therefore, ft,m
is unique, so its inverse, and pres(t, m).
Now, notice that a unifier σ of e can be characterised by e, the term σ(e)
and the correspondence function ceσ . In our case, we characterise σ ! by the correspondence function ceσ! = fσ(e),m ◦ ceσ .
Since cuts are not removed, this function maps any position of e to a position
in pres(σ(e), m), which on the other side, is a well-formed term.
For any p, q ∈ pos(e) with labe (p) = labe (q) ∈ Var(e) we have σ(e)$ceσ (p), ceσ (p·
1)% = σ(e)$ceσ (q), ceσ (q ·1)%. Now, since the positions of these two contexts are ≈eσ equivalent one to one, and equivalent positions are both removed or preserved, we
have pres(σ(e), m)$ceσ! (p), ceσ! (p · 1)% = pres(σ(e), m)$ceσ! (q), ceσ! (q · 1)%. Therefore,
9

we can define a substitution σ ! mapping X to pres(σ(e), m)$ceσ! (p), ceσ! (p · 1)%, for
any of the occurrences p of X.
−1
−1
It can also be proved that p ≈eσ! q ⇔ fσ(e),m
(p) ≈eσ fσ(e),m
(q). This makes
!
$σ, e%-images to correspond to $σ , e%-images throughout fσ(e),m . Therefore, if σ
is well-nested, then σ ! is well-nested, too.
!
Lemma 4. If σ is a normal unifier of an equation e, then every equivalence
class C of ≈eσ is cut by some constant in e, i.e., there is a position p ∈ pos(e)
such that ceσ (p) ∈ C and labe (p) ∈ Σ.
Proof. All positions of C are labeled alike in σ(e) according to Lemma 1. Let
f = labσ(e) (p) for all positions p ∈ C. Now, assume that the statement does
not hold, so all positions in C belong to segments that are denotations of some
variables. There are three cases:
If f is unary, the proof is quite similar to the proof given in [PR98]: if C does
not contain cuts of a unary constant of e, then we can remove these occurrences
of the constant f in C, which would result into a smaller unifier. As it is stated
in Lemma 3, this replacement only involves changes in the instantiations of
the variables, by deleting the nodes of the equivalence class. Moreover, this
removing process preserves the well-nestedness property, because the relative
position between segments do not change with the process.
If arity(f ) ≥ 2, the proof is more subtle, and requires the unifier to be wellnested. For every p ∈ C, consider the longest path qp in e such that ceσ (qp ) " p.
First, notice that, since we have assumed that C does not contain cuts corresponding to constants, all qp correspond to variables Xp = labe (qp ) and, second,
notice that p is inside the segment $ceσ (qp ), ceσ (qp · 1)%.
Now, we can prove the following property: for any p, p! ∈ C, and integer
numbers i, i! , if p · i " ceσ (qp · 1) and p! · i! " ceσ (qp! · 1), then i = i! . To prove
it, assume i &= i! . Since p and p! are related by the ≈eσ equivalence relation,
and this is the transitive closure of a more restrictive relation, we can find two
positions p!! , p!!! ∈ C, related by this more restrictive relation, and such that
p!! · i " ceσ (qp!! · 1) and p!!! · i! " ceσ (qp!!! · 1). According to the ≈eσ definition, for
these new positions, either Xp!! = Xp!!! , or p!! = 1 · r and p!!! = 2 · r, for some
r. In the first case, we have i = i! . In the second case, if i &= i! , we would have
two bad-nested variables Xp!! and Xp!!! . Notice that, in this point of the proof,
we make use of the well-nestedness property.
We can conclude that there exists a number i such that, for every p ∈ C,
every integer j &= i, and every sequence r, there are not cuts of the form p · j · r.
(Notice that this does not imply that there exist cuts of the form p · i · r). Now,
using again Lemma 3, we can replace all the contexts σ(e)$p, p · i% by the empty
context, because they do not contain cuts. Again this removing process preserves
the well-nestedness property, and results in a smaller well-nested unifier, which
contradicts the assumption.
If arity(f ) = 0 we can not apply the previous reasoning because σ(e)$p, p · i%
is not a context. However, if C does not contains cuts corresponding to constants
of e, then C does not contain cuts at all (it could only contain cuts corresponding
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to first-order variables, but we do not consider them). Then, the set of parents
of p ∈ C, i.e., the set of positions {q | ∃p ∈ C . ∃j ∈ N . p = q · j} is an equivalence
class of positions C ! . This class of positions C ! can contain cuts corresponding to
context variables, but not to constants (this would imply that C contains cuts).
Therefore, since the nodes of C ! are labelled with a nonzero arity constant, we
can apply some of the two previous cases to C ! , and reach a contradiction. !
We want to remark that Lemma 4 does not hold for general CU. For instance,
?
the context unification equation e = X(a)=Y
(b) has a size-minimal unifier
σ = [X ,→ f (•, b), Y ,→ f (a, •)]. The set of positions {1, 2} is an ≈eσ -equivalence
class (all of them corresponding to the same constant f ), but there exists no f labeled node in e that could generate a f -labelled cut in σ(e). This size-minimal
unifier, however, is not well-nested.
Lemma 5. If σ is a normal unifier of an equation e, then, for any non-empty
segment $p, q% of σ(e), there exists an ≡eσ equivalent segment $p! , q ! % over a cut
ceσ (r), i.e. there exist r ∈ pos(e) and $p! , q ! % ≡eσ $p, q% such that ceσ (r) is inside
$p! , q ! %.
Moreover, if $p, q% contains just one position, then we can restrict labe (p! ) to
be a unary constant, and if $p, q% contains two or more positions, then we can
restrict r to satisfy ceσ (r) &= p! .
Proof. Consider a segment $p, q% containing just one position, this must be p,
and q = p·1. Consider the ≈eσ -equivalence class defined by p. By Lemma 4, there
exists a cut p! ≈eσ p corresponding to a constant f = labe (ceσ −1 (p! )) in the same
equivalence class. Then, the segment $p! , p! · 1% fulfils our requirements, because
p ≈eσ p! implies $p, p · 1% ≡eσ $p! , p! · 1%.
Consider a segment $p, q% containing more than one position. Suppose that
the lemma does not hold, then any segment $p! , q ! %, in the same ≡eσ -equivalence
class as $p, q%, does not contain any cut, except for possibly p! . Comparing the
definitions of ≈eσ and ≡eσ , in such conditions, we have $p, p · s% ≡eσ $p! , p! · s%
implies p ≈eσ p! . Now, by Lemma 4, there exists a position p! ≈eσ p over a cut
corresponding to a constant. Therefore, for any integer i, the position p ! · i is
also a cut. Now, since $p! , q ! % contains more than one position, it must contain
p! · i, for some i, hence it contains another cut, apart from p! , which contradicts
the initial supposition.
!
Lemma 6. If σ is a normal unifier of an equation e, then, for every variable
X ∈ Var(e), there exists a segment $p, q% in e such that σ(X) = σ(e$p, q%), where
the segment e$p, q% is not of the form Y (•).
Proof. There are several cases. If σ(X) is the empty context • then, for any
empty segment $p, p% of e, we have σ(X) = σ(e$p, p%) = σ(•) = •.
If σ(X) = f (•), we can assume that X occurs in e, say at position p, and
σ(X) occurs in σ(e), at segment $ceσ (p), ceσ (p · 1)% = $ceσ (p), ceσ (p) · 1%, otherwise
σ would not be size-minimal. Now, using Lemma 5, we have an occurrence r in
e such that $ceσ (r), ceσ (r) · 1% ≡eσ $p, p · 1% and labe (r) = f . Therefore, σ(X) =
σ(e$r, r · 1%) = f (•).
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If σ(X) contains two or more positions, let p be an occurrence of X in e, and
$ceσ (p), ceσ (p · 1)% be the corresponding occurrence of σ(X) in σ(e). By Lemma 5
there exists an occurrence $p! , q ! % of σ(X) over a cut: $p! , q ! % ≡eσ $ceσ (p), ceσ (p · 1)%,
and there exists a position r in e such that ceσ (r) is inside $p! , q ! % and ceσ (r) &= p! .
Now, we will prove that p! and q ! are also cuts.
Suppose that p! is not a cut. Let s ∈ pos(e) be the longest position such
that ceσ (s) " p! . Then, ceσ (s) ≺ p! ≺ ceσ (s · 1), hence s corresponds to a variable
occurrence. Since $ceσ (s), ceσ (s·1)% does not contain other cuts than ceσ (s), we have
ceσ (s·1) " ceσ (r). This gives two overlapping segments $p! , q ! % and $ceσ (s), ceσ (s·1)%
that violate the well-nestedness condition. A similar argument allows us to prove
that q ! is a cut.
We can conclude that $ceσ −1 (p! ), ceσ −1 (q ! )% is a segment of e containing a
position r with r &= ceσ −1 (p! ) and r &= ceσ −1 (q ! ), therefore fulfilling the conditions
of the lemma.
!
Theorem 1. Normal unifiers σ of a context equation e have a representation
of the form:
σ = [X1 ,→ e$p1 , q1 %] ◦ · · · ◦ [Xn ,→ e$pn , qn %]
where $pi , qi % are segments of e and Xi variables of Var(e) that do not occur in
e$pj , qj % for j ≤ i.
This representation is polynomial in |e|, and does not use constants not occurring
in e.
Proof. By Lemma 6, for any variable Xi of the equation, we can find a segment
$pi , qi % of the equation such that σ(Xi ) = σ(e$pi , qi %), where $pi , qi % is something
else than just one variable. For any variable Xj occurring in e$pi , qi % we say
that Xi > Xj . The transitive closure of this relation results into an irreflexive
relation. Now, Let X1 > X2 > · · · > Xn be a total ordering of the variables
of the equation compatible with this transitive and irreflexive ordering. This
ordering is used to express the σ as it is stated in the theorem.
!
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Well-nested Context Unification is in NP

In this section we prove that given an equation e, and a substitution σ that can
be represented in polynomial space on |e| in the form [X1 ,→ t1 ] ◦ · · · ◦ [Xn ,→ tn ],
we can check if σ is a unifier of e in polynomial time on |e|. This result is not
trivial, since |σ(e)| can be exponential in |e|. For instance, the equation:
?
Xn (Xn−1 (· · · X1 (a) · · ·))=X
n−1 (Xn−1 (Xn−2 (Xn−2 (· · · f (a)) · · ·))))

has as unique unifier that we can represent as follows:
σ = [X1 ,→ f (•)] ◦ [X2 ,→ X1 (X1 (•))] ◦ · · · ◦ [Xn ,→ Xn−1 (Xn−1 (•))]
This representation has linear size on n, like the equation. However σ(e) =
n
?
2n −1
f 2 −1 (a)=f
(a) has exponential size on n.
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To overcome this problem we construct a context free grammar generating a
preorder traversal of the term σ(t), and another for σ(u). Both grammars will
be of polynomial size (not so the word generated by them). Then, we can use a
result (see Lemma 7) due to Plandowski that allows us to check the equality of
the words generated by the two grammars in polynomial time on the size of the
grammars.
A context-free grammar (CFG) is a 4-tuple (Σ, N, P, S), where Σ is an alphabet of terminal symbols, N is an alphabet of non-terminal symbols, P is a
finite set of rules, and S ∈ N is the start symbol. We will not distinguish a particular start symbol, and we will represent a context free grammars as a 3-tuple
(Σ, N, P ).
Definition 7. A context free grammar G = (Σ, N, P ) generates a word w ∈ Σ ∗
if there exists a non-terminal symbol A ∈ N such that w belongs to the language
defined by (Σ, N, P, A). In such case, we also say that A generates w.
We say that a context free grammar is a singleton CFG if it is not recursive
and every non-terminal symbol occurs in the left-hand side of exactly one rule.
Then, every non-terminal symbol A ∈ N generates just one word, noted wA .
Plandowski [Pla94,Pla95] defines singleton grammars, but he calls them
grammars defining set of words. He proves the following result.
Lemma 7 ([Pla95], Theorem 33). The word equivalence problem for singleton context-free grammars is defined as follows: given a grammar and two
non-terminal symbols A and B, to decide whether wA = wB . This problem can
be solved in polynomial worst-case time on the size of the grammar.
In order to translate trees and contexts into sequences, we will use a pair
of nonterminal symbols X L and X R for each context variable X. Then, the
translation function is defined by:
trans(a) = a
trans(•) = •

trans(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = f trans(t1 ) · · · trans(tn )
trans(X(t)) = X L trans(t) X R

?
Given a unification equation t=u,
and a guessed substitution [X1 ,→ v1 ] ◦
· · · ◦ [Xn ,→ vn ], where vi ∈ ContΣ , we generate the following grammar:
#
XiL → left(trans(vi ))
A → trans(t)
for every i = 1, . . . , n
XiR → right(trans(vi ))
B → trans(u)

where left(α • β) = α and right(α • β) = β.
In the case of our example, the grammar would be:
L
R
A → XnL Xn−1
· · · X1L a X1R · · · Xn−1
XnR
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
B → Xn−1 Xn−1 Xn−2 Xn−2 · · · f a · · · Xn−2
Xn−2
Xn−1
Xn−1
L
L
L
R
R
R
Xn → Xn−1 Xn−1
Xn → Xn−1 Xn−1
L
L
L
R
R
R
→ Xn−2
Xn−2
Xn−1
Xn−1
→ Xn−2
Xn−2
···
···
X1L → f
X1R → %
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Lemma 8. Given a context equation e, and a substitution of the form:
σ = [X1 ,→ v1 ] ◦ · · · ◦ [Xn ,→ vn ]
where Xi are distinct context variables, vi are contexts, and Xi does not occurs
in v1 . . . vi , we can check if it is a unifier in polynomial time on |e| + |σ|.
Proof. Since every constant has a unique arity, then for every pair of terms
t, u ∈ TΓ (Σ) , t = u if, and only if trans(t) = trans(u).
Now, we can prove, by induction on k, that the grammar
#
A → trans(t)
XiL → left(trans(vi ))
for every i = n − k, . . . , n
B → trans(u)
XiR → right(trans(vi ))
using A as the start symbol, can generate trans([Xn−k ,→ vn−k ]◦· · ·◦[Xn ,→ vn ]t),
and similarly for B and u. Finally, using Lemma 7, we simply have to check if
A and B generate the same sequence, in polynomial time on the size of the
grammar, that is polynomial on |e| + |σ|.
!
Theorem 2. Deciding if a context equation has a well-nested unifier is NPcomplete.
Proof. Given an equation e, we can guess a representation for normal unifiers in
polynomial time (Theorem 1), and then check in polynomial time whether it is
represents indeed a unifier (Lemma 8). Finally, it can be proved that checking if
the unifier represented in the form of Theorem 1 is well-nested can also be done
in polynomial time using similar techniques.
For NP-hardness, it is sufficient to note that well-nested CU subsumes string
matching [Ang80]. This is since the standard encoding of string matching will
produce context equations that only have well-nested unifiers.
!

7

Conclusions

Well-nested context unifiers are a kind of context unifiers with interest in computational linguistics. Here we prove that decidability of the existence of a wellnested context unifier is NP-complete. Additionally, we prove that well-nested
size-minimal unifiers can be represented in polynomial space, as a composition of
substitutions where each one of them instantiate a context variable by a segment
of the original equation (a similar result holds for most general unifiers in firstorder unification). As a direct consequence, well-nested size-minimal unifiers do
not use constants not occurring in the original equation, a wishful property for
computational linguistic applications. All these results are extensible to word
unification.
In the future, we plan to study the relationship between well-nested context
unification and well-nested parallelism constraints, and to look for a more efficient algorithm to compute well-nested unifiers than the brute force guessing.
Acknowledgments: We acknowledge the suggestions of the anonymous referees
and the fruitful discussions with Katrin Erk.
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